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 FIRST  LIGHT  CONTEMPLATION

The Darkness of the Night which Intimidate,

Sooner the Suns soft rays which Obliterate,

Fill each day of mine with Hope and Might,

Aspiring for a day which is Glorious and Bright !! 

  

Learning, that Life needs to go on and  Traverse,

Just as the rivers that don't flow Reverse,

No wonder they are called Rivers,

They are nothing but Happiness Givers !!  
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 Language of Nature  

The fierce rays of Sun shine Aloft, 

Is it Anger, Wrath on Mother Nature brought About? 

Earth  bears  it's fierce, with all its quiet Might,

Stays silent, and awaits for time so Right. 

Lands parched, earth silently engulfs the Heat,

And awaits the Ubiquitous one's response, the silent message Sent. 

Silent message heard, Nature responds, with billow of Clouds..

Shower with all might and vigor impartially on rocks and Mounds.. 

Parched lands cry out loud overflowing in Gratitude,

Giving life to hidden secrets in their beds Subdued. 

New life blossoms silently, riving layers of earth from Nowhere,

Giving life to new hopes and aspirations Everywhere.. 

Inner secrets, soaked with happiness, spring to the Surface,

Splitting into two, with Namaskara mudraa to the Almighty in Deepest Reverence. 

They grow silently in Meditation,

Eventually nourishing a whole new Generation. 

So lose not hope, on situations Rugged,

Power of silence will surely be Heard. 

Because it's nothing but the Powerful......

Language of Nature........
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 SMILE  !!

Smile, the curve that sets everything Right,

Start of a conversation, and makes it Bright.

A Smile on the cheerful Face,

Makes things smooth with Grace. 

Happiness and Sadness, a coin's Two Sides,

However poignant may be the Tides.

It takes all the courage to Face it with a Smile,

As it's really worth more than a Dime. 

Sickly, sober, anxious, worried look is Man-made,

Happy, Cheerful, smiling, radiant is God-made.

No one teaches a baby to Smile,

A Natural State of heart, without Vile. 

Just as the most needed is Sunshine, all the While

A Human's needed fortune, a cheerful heartful Smile.

This is riches, blesses the possessor with Treasure,

Also, everyone whom he associates, beyond Measure. 

Scatter the flowers of Kindness and Smile,

We are "never" fully dressed without a Smile.

Needs no introduction, A Wearer of Smile,

Because, he knows life is Worthwhile. 

So, Smile your way in Life Through,

And see how the world, reciprocates You.

A Priceless Ornament, which cannot be Purloined,

As it's a reflection of Heart, which is Conjoined.   

 Smile - God's Greatest gift to mankind

Spread the charm, leaving everything behind.

Keep Smiling!!!  
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 Fall Of LIFE !!!

Sun rests, Nature Responds,

Fills us with Vibrant Colours,

A stage of Fall or Time to Enthrall,

Nature is God's Canvas , a Clarion Call,

Life's opportunities not at Stall,

So it's time to be-all-end-all  !!! 

Fall is not the End it's a Start of a New Beginning, 

So be always ready for a New Inning !! 
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 TEARS !!! 

  

  

Tears are they Painful or Gainful

Are they Rejected or Invited?

Extreme Pain or Happiness,

A mode of expression., Tears. 

Heart emotions flooded waits for an Outlet,

Empathetic Eye gives way at the Outset.

Flooded heart releases the Load,

The Eye takes up load, tears Explode !! 

Life without Tears is it Worth?

Life, a barren field on this Earth.

Give way to Tears to flow out that Mile,

To make our lives Futile or Fertile !!

 

Futile if we are Flooded and Lost,

Fertile, if we make a New Start.

So let tears flow, to remove our Illusion,

Because, Tears are uniquely very Human .....
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 Diwali - Festival of Lights !!!

  

A Vivid festival of Lights, 

A Season which Delights! 

Darkness of Agyanaa is Annihilated, 

Light of Gyaana is Propagated. 

Lots to learn from the Lamp, 

Not to give up till the Last Lap. 

It burns itself spreading the Glow, 

Which is a lesson for us to Follow. 

  

Keep Spreading the Light of warmth and Affection, 

Silently make someone's life bright, without Anticipation!!
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 Singing the Blues

Why do u want to leave and go? 

What is it, I have done for you to woe? 

Was my endless affection hurting you? 

Did not realise it was too much in queue!! 

  

What do I do to get you back 

Can I get this affection turn to track? 

How do I answer this heart of mine? 

"Sincere was I", yells heart in repine! 

  

No answers for questions of heart, 

Because I have lost myself apart, 

Heart grieves all in Silence, 

A Grief silent, not displaying defiance. 

  

A turmoil felt deep inside, 

Leaving me tearing me wide, 

Nothing can succour this feeling, 

What to do, to give it a healing??
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 Tribute to a POET !!!

Poetry a rush of feeling of Emotions,

Surpass the words beyond Annotations,

A torrent of feel, which is Spontaneous,

Carves itself into a rich poem, Harmonious !!! 

  

Where speech fails, poetry Wins,

Crisp and candid it hits the Depths,

The poet's exuberance is Captured,

The reader is enlivened and Enraptured !! 

  

When sensitivity to surroundings Develops,

Natural cascade of poetry Manifests,

Eyes which see the magic beyond Coherence,

Are the ones which can express in Abundance. 

  

Oh!! Poet you make this world a Richer Place,

With your sublime usage of words, which Grace,

May the poets of the world Flourish,

Ennobling this bland world with their Garnish.....!!! 
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 LOVE - A Tender Feeling !!!

A tender feeling, never know when it Sprouts,

Never apprises with signals as it Enshrouds,

Before we realize, we are in it Dug Deep,

And there is nothing beyond it, to Peep !! 

  

A feeling deep inside, sweetens with intense Excitement,

Heart misses a beat, all while with Contentment,

An overflowing affection, wanting a Connection,

Expecting nothing in return, in this Transaction !! 

  

A time when the logic of Mind Stops,

And the beautiful magic of Heart Starts,

A taciturn state, A Heart-to-Heart talk Prevail,

Language of Love, words fall behind Trail !! 

  

Lots Of Valuable Energy (LOVE) for Sure,

A feeling beyond description, which Rapture ,

We Don't Fall in Love, but  We Rise, 

As LOVE, is nothing but an Earthly Paradise  !!!
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   Parents - A Blessing !!!

Parents are a blessing in one's Life

Without them suddenly, Life is Pale and Strife.

We stay young all while in their Presence

Suddenly we become elders in their Absence,

Their selfless Love is Boundless, 

And the affection is Timeless,

Where everything in the world is an Arrangement,

They are God's blessing, which needs no Judgement,

Love the feeling of sleeping in their Lap, 

How do I fulfil this feeling, in such a Mishap?? 

Miss You Dear Parents!!!!  
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 SILENCE  !!! 

  

The Sheer utterance of it Breaks it,

A rare commodity, people rarely Think of it.

Power of Silence if known, is Manifold

Realize it, and there's more to Behold !! 

  

A baby grows in Silence,

A flower blossoms in Silence,

Prayers are given in Silence,

Nature announces in Silence. 

  

We all sleep into Silence,

And wake up into Silence,

When everything can happen in Silence

Why are words needed to break this Silence? 

  

If Life has silenced you, for a Reason,

Try to work all your energies in Unison,

You- the selected one by God, in all Accordance,

For Great things always happened in Silence. 

  

When the outside noise is Silenced,

The Inner voice of conscience is Heard,

Let's put the waves of thoughts, to Silence,

Thence, Depths of SELF is seen in Abundance. 

  

Be like a caterpillar, meditate in Silence,

To grow into a beautiful butterfly in Silence,

Fly and spread the happiness in Silence,

To taste the nectar of Life in Silence... 

  

Because  Nothing  but, Silence  is  food  for OUR  Soul!!!
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 YOU are .....

  

YOU are... the curve of my Smile, 

YOU are... the thought behind my Poem,

YOU are... the feel behind my Expression,

YOU are... the strength in my Energy,

YOU are... the rhythm in my Song,

YOU are... the freshness in my Breath,

YOU are... the happiness in my Laugh,

YOU are... the peacefulness in my Sleep,

YOU are... the Rhythm of my Heart!!

YOU are...  the Light of my Life!!!

YOU are...Everything !!! 
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 Medley of Piano keys!!

  

Piano keys black and White 

Have lots to learn from it Upright 

An intermittent play of Keys 

Life is black and white in various Degrees!! 

  

Fingers roll over keys Magically 

Not leaving anything for long in Perpetuity 

Fingers leap from one black key to White 

Sometimes white or black, for long at Sight!! 

  

So goes - Life which is Recondite 

Every life is not the same blend, of Black and White 

The Outcome being, a melodious mystic Outright 

That's the Rhythm of Life, Understood by the Erudite!!
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 IS LOVE ?. SHACKLED???

There is No commentary for Love

Because there is No language for Love 

There is No Boundary for Love 

Because there are No Limitations for Love 

There are No Rules for Love 

Because there are No Laws for Love 

Truly, a feeling undefined is Love

Heart to Heart talk deluged, is Love 

A state of pleasantness is Love

Sweet Emotions, sprouting is Love 

Enjoy the feeling with someone, be in Love

Not expecting anything in return, except Love 

Intently, Genuinely and Unconditionally be in LOVE

Because the Ultimate expression of LIFE,  is LOVE!!! 
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 True Friendship?.!!!

Friendship is like a breathing Rose

With freshness in it every Fold

A True friend is a Gem in any Setting

It is like good health, seldom known until its Regretting. 

  

True friends are like Life Balms

Healing thousand illness in our Qualms

A Tender sympathy, which disperses the darkness of Despair

And brings in the sunshine of Hope and Cheer 

  

True friends build our Confidence

Rather than destroying in our Self

Friends in my adversity, are Life Fragrances

Fair-weather-friends are just Acquaintances.. 

  

Friendship, is the harvest of our Sowing

So, sow rich with sympathy, helpfulness and love for it Growing

True friendship is more priceless than material Possession

Because a True friend is a silent partner, leaves a Lifelong Impression!!
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 My Angel's Arrival !!!

The 9 month long suspense was Halted 

The news of your arrival was Heralded. 

Your entry into my life was Pristine, 

And I was a Mother for the Second time. 

  

Your first Cry and I was filled with Joy, 

Your first Smile drove me an Extra mile 

Your first Babble left me to Scrabble. 

Your first Steps rendered me all the Success, 

  

Years go by and we grow up Together, 

You become a Teenager and I become your Advisor. 

The times spent with you are a Treasure, 

Which are Cherished and Memorized Forever. 

  

Your Affectionate words and Care are my daily Booster, 

And how can I not thank the Almighty the Bestower. 

The umbilical cord might have been Broken, 

But, the unseen connection forever still Remain... 

  

Wherever, you are my Dear, 

You will always remain my little one Forever....
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 Bubble  of Life !!!

  

You are a forever bliss to Watch 

Sky is the limit; no scope to Catch. 

  

With loads of affection with Air and Water 

You carry a part both of them in Particular!! 

  

You also encompass an element of Earth 

Psychedelic shades of earth, you reflect in Mirth 

  

You are exhaustive in yourself in Substance 

All Variants of Life all seen at Once... 

  

Never know which part of nature you Adore 

Suddenly you vanish into Space, never to Restore 

  

Leaving us in millions of Questions 

Did you ever exist or not? in all Dimensions. 

  

A water bubble teaches us much More 

To have our inner core free from Uproar 

  

Let us be to the world, a blissful Reflection 

Spreading happiness, contentment and Affection!! 

  

Let us spread the spark of Smiles, 

To evanesce this world, seeking Happy Isles!!
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 With You ...Without You..

With You, day seems Bright 

Without You, day is also Fright  

  

With You time seems to Fly 

Without You, I wait for time to Fly 

  

With You, I lose my very Existence 

Without You, its sheer Subsistence 

  

With You, words seem to Stream  

Without You, words go below Extreme! 

  

With You, mere presence smiles Beam  

Without You, loneliness is sullen Gleam!! 

  

With You, smiles become Laughter 

Without You, smiles are miles away, Hereafter 

  

With You, every touch energy Sparks 

Without You, I am fuseless Darks 

  

With You, life is dramatic like a Rainbow 

Without You, life is tempestuous Tornado!!
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 Soulful LOVE !!!

A Ring that bonds on the Wedding  

Start of a relationship which is Never-Ending.  

Time spent together strengthens the Bond, 

Nothing in the world can replenish it Beyond.  

  

Nothing replaces the best times of Marriage, 

An institute which you can't Disparage. 

A new start for a bond which is Sempiternal  

And each becomes a part of the Other. 

  

Joys are multiplied and Sorrows are Divided 

Where WEgo comes before Ego or Igo.. 

Only place where you Win by losing an Ego War... 

There's a sweet beginning after every Cold War.  

  

Tough times pass on, but nothing Manifests.  

As a rich bond of love and affection Pervades.   

Words are NOT needed to understand each Other.. 

The silent heart to heart talk which is Clear. 

  

Moments where only Heartbeat is Heard, 

Are those beautiful moments which are Enraptured !!! 

An institute where sharing caring and selfless giving Commences, 

People come and go, but no one stays except a wonderful Life Partner, 

  

So Treasure your Treasure, 

Grow Rich in Love for each other.....
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 Helms of LIFE !!!

  

Eyes, the conspicuous Seer 

Without which life is Unclear 

Legs, our life steering leads 

Without them, life dreads!! 

  

Eyes located on the face Front 

States that, Face life Upfront 

Legs do walk front and take a Walk Back 

Implies, we correct out faulty footsteps on Track 

  

Person with forward vision sees Opportunities 

Person with backward vision sees Illusions 

So, walk back your wrong steps, to Redress 

But always look forth in life, to Progress 

  

Life is with lots of new Beginnings 

And there is no scope for Finishings 

And it's time to stop lamenting the Past 

And embrace up the new future in Fast 

  

Life is not impassive; it is to Live and Give 

Forget the events tough, and do Forgive 

Let Eyes and Legs work in Accord 

And take life ahead in Concord !!! 
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 Life's WAVES

For some Ocean is a Revelation 

For tourists Ocean it's a Recreation 

For kids Ocean is Jubilation 

Forever!!  Ocean remains an Admiration... 

  

The vision of a wave springing up, is Effervescent 

Gives a boost to our senses and which is Incessant 

Denotes it's time to the face the challenge, of the New Wave, 

Soon new wave gushes to the Shore of Life, be all Brave!! 

  

Waves mammoth knock us down Sometimes 

Leaving you in a state of confusion at Downtimes 

It's not late, wave recedes away, giving way for a Clarity 

So, uplift ourselves over troubles, take a stance with Sagacity!! 

  

Anchor your feet in Sands of Strength, be Steady 

Have your vision clear and face the wave with Intrepidly!!  

Each wave smoothens the sands, and gets your stance Stronger. 

A New start again with a Smooth and fresh Base, to Bolster!! 

  

Time to boost Our senses with new Convictions and Visions. 

Prep up for a new start with new Decisions 

Because, Life's Waves will always be Giving 

So, Accoutre yourself for Life's Waves, and don't stop Trying!! 
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 What is NEW YEAR ????

What is New Year??? 

  

A New Year, A New Date? 

A New Morning or a New Wait!! 

New year is a repeat of Days  

Pronounced well in several Ways... 

  

A New year is amending on our Past Actions 

Planning further on our future Ambitions 

With Lots of new Hopes and Opportunities 

A Year to relive in a better way, with New Possibilities. 

  

New year brings lots of room to Manoeuvre 

To approach life, with an entirely new Exposure 

Bring in a bit more kindness and a bit more giving 

As we alone can whittle Life, in its Roving!! 

  

Let's make this new year a Milestone,  

With an augmented approach towards Life 

So Dear All, Lets Usher for this New Year  

May this be a year, a success in every Sphere.!!! 

Happy New Year 2022
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 Life is not a Chance  !!

Life is not a Chance 

To harrow on every Circumstance 

Life is a well-crafted Game 

Played with events as they Came!! 

  

Life is all about living with Satisfaction 

And playing the cards without Reaction 

Play the cards of poise, balance and Harmony 

And see life blooms wonderfully, in Testimony 

  

Life is living every moment in Reality 

Not to live in anticipation, a Fantasy 

In the chambers of mind lies the link of Divinity 

Find it and life has so much store in Infinity 

  

Life's happiness unfolds Mysteriously 

Taking us to levels of mental poise Gracefully 

Then, Life is just a game free of Stress 

Where you live in it unaffected, till you Rest!!!
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 HEAR Your HEART!!! 

  

The Heart, always creates Commotion

Wants always undue Attention

Measures size of a Fist

Powerful enough to render life a Twist 

  

Reigns the entire Body

Not a minute it rests, in its Entirety

Elated when it nears, life's: Exciting

Depressed when discerning fate's, Devastating 

  

A store house of feelings, in Immense

Just as its murmur of Lub-Love, waits for Love

And its Dub-Dubbed, Spreads out Affection...

Works round the clock, with Perfection!! 

  

Worries, sadness changes the rhythm of Heart

Let Self-discipline rule core of Heart

And let the compass of your goal, take Form

And guide your life in every Storm!!! 

  

It's always a state of ART

so "Hear" the murmur of the "Heart "

Let's not the Heat of Heart Disrupt

Tie it with a Goal which does not Depart!!! 
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 My Destination of LIFE !!

Branch was I, on a standalone Tree,

Sky was my roof in all Spree.

The cool breeze was my Breath,

With nature my comfort, at all Stretch. 

  

Rains refreshed me, cleaned my Impurity,

Fresh I look clean and green, in all Certainty!!

Gave rest to many and enjoyed life in Sanctity,

Birds and New life sprung on me in all Versatility, 

  

Never knew how I grew, my Own Way,

Grew in all directions, taking Life Astray.

Straight, crooked, bent, with full of Life,

With no boundaries, as happiness ran Rife. 

  

A new Dawn and wisdom dawned on Me,

Is this- what life is, as nobody cares of Me

Wait starts, who would take me to Thee on this Journey,

For all, to commence a new life, to whom I am at Mercy. 

All of me thrives, the Woodcutter Arrives,

It's Time for me to know, what is left out of Lives.

Wondering where would I Meander and Land,

Life a trackless sand, which I don't Understand. 

  

The contorted ones went to the Kitchen,

Nothing saved them, and they were put to Ignition.

The ones, Strengthened with Yoga and Dedication,

The Undeviating, Furniture mart was their Destination. 

  

The ones who cultivated their Mind,

Exuded fragrance, with Emotions left Behind,

No wonder, they are the better of the Lot,

Almighty was carved out of them, with Great Thought. 
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But this was not the end of the Journey...

More to come to know the Almighty.

Sadhana and Vairagya, became my Lifestyle,

Which made my life Worthwhile!! 

  

I started exuviating my Emotions and Ahamkara,

Inner core got hollow, devoid of Raga.

That's when, I was wood so Precise,

Time to reach the Almighty's Paradise. 

  

At last was I, a flute in my Krishna's hands

An end of a long journey, an end to Life's Demands.

Divinely and devoutly, in me Krishna breathes His Life

A Transcendental flow of Ragas', an end of Life's Strife.... 
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 Sunflower ? You Tower !!

  

Sunflower not a single flower, but a Bouquet 

Feel so bright and is a symbol of Cachet 

They are so inviting and Synchronizing 

Unity among them, which is really Mesmerizing 

  

Sun rises and they gear up to face it Boldly 

Wend along with the Sun's path Duly 

Signifies, it's time to face a new beginning everyday 

As each day is unique in its own Way! 

  

Despite knowing that, their life is Short 

They don't lose their brightest side, in every Sort 

With seeds of Joy and Happiness, Bloom Daily  

Rejuvenate itself in the dark nights, to face Life Gaily!!
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 BEAUTY ?What does it Mean ???

What does Beauty really Mean...? 

Is it, the eyes which Perceive? 

Or is it, the Heart which Feel...? 

Beauty of external skin, is this what people feel...? 

  

Is, beauty to be perceived this Way...? 

Or else, its beyond skin deep, some Say!! 

The eyes glimpse the aggregate, External  

Whereas the heart senses, the Unfeigned Internal. 

  

Beauty lies in the eyes of Beholder? 

A change of beholder, do we take this to Consider 

A Beauty which is transitory is never a Beauty 

A beauty which is permanent is Indubitably Beauty 

  

Nature which is permanent is always Beautiful 

Beauty cognized by the heart is always Beautiful 

This beauty, stands the very test of Time  

And is perfect, in all ways in every Paradigm!! 

  

So let the eyes not delude You 

It's time the Hidden Heart speaks Through!!
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 Chocolate Day !!! 

Today is Chocolate Day 

A day to melt you away 

Chocolate, when savored melts  

Affection when felt, the heart melts 

Both leave an everlasting feeling 

Want more and more of it, and its compelling...!! 

  

Love your Chocolate like Affection, 

Sometimes bitter, sometimes sweet,  

But whatever it is, in every way it's a Treat!!
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 When I look into your EYES  !!

1)There is vastness of the Sky in your Eyes

A mystery always to my Surprise 

  

2) There is warmth of love in your Eyes

Melts, leaving me to Galvanize 

3) There is that cooling in your Eyes

Reduces the heat of my stress, which Sympathizes  

  

4) There is compassionate healing in your Eyes

Which gives me the strength, for all my Sighs 

  

5) There is tickling laughter in your Eyes

Laughter at all my silky jokes, always Stupefies 

  

6) There is an urging passion of love in your Eyes

Which gives the heat of affection, a hormone Rise!! 

  

7) That one look deep into your deep Eyes

And I can take to bungy jumping with Pride! 

  

8) That sharp and electrifying look in your Eyes

Triggers a high voltage, and my heart Gratifies! 

  

9 ) There, in your eyes I see my Muse

Which divulged a poet in me, you did Conduce!! 

  

10) Your eyes are the World to Me

Where I lose my existence in Thee!!! 

  

11) When I see your eyes, there is an Ocean of Love

And I rest peacefully, silently in your depths of Cove!!  
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12) When I see your eyes, I see myself in You

And when you flip your eyes, I feel an embrace so True   

  

13) When your sleep, your eyelids blanket Me 

Your soft love touches my soul , and seals Me 

  

14 ) Your eyes are a reflection of your Soul

And there is no End for me to Explore...!!! 

  

14 Feelings of Mine on 14th Feb  !! 

Never Late for my Valentine, LOVE an Evergreen Feeling  !!!
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 Solitude or Loneliness !! 

Solitude or Loneliness  

Always used Interchangeably 

Do they really mean the Same? 

No, they are contrast in life Game. 

  

Loneliness, a feeling of Wanting  

A feeling of Incompleteness!! 

Solitude is a wanting of Aloneness 

And a feeling of Completeness!! 

  

Loneliness is fate's Destiny  

Solitude is makers choice in Contrary 

Loneliness leaves us in Depression 

Solitude gives way for Inner Expression... 

  

When the external noise has Silenced 

An unvoiced Silence Emerges 

Like the Deep waters of the Sea  

Like the Heights of the Sky 

Like the stillness of the Nights 

Like the pristine silence of Mothers' Womb 

  

In the silent unrippled Interiors 

The Inner Voice is Heard  

Then it's just Conscious Living  

And just not Compulsive living. 

When Conscious living sets in  

No scope of Loneliness pervades  

It's just the power of Solitude pervades 

  

We are called Human Beings  

Just BEING with ourselves Defines HUMAN!! 

Let the inner power of Solitude be Unearthed  
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And a feeling of completeness be Transcended!!
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 Bond of LOVE !!

A day so special in everyone's lives 

Bonds two hearts, to one rhythm 

A moment verily unforgettable 

When two souls, both are one. 

A moment blessed by God 

Endowed with a lifelong friend 

Know this bond would be no fun. 

And there is so much to learn on the Run 

Life is full of sharing, caring and loving. 

Each year spent together is surely life's engraving!!  

Anniversary -  A Day Bonded with LOVE !! 
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 Time to THINK ...

  

Time when life's phases scare us 

Time when you feel, is this end of life  

Time when there seems no solution 

Time when life is at crossroads 

Time when we feel depressed and dejected 

Time when the world seems a harsh place to live 

Time when nothing comes to mind. 

Think of the challenges faced 

Think of the challenges to face 

Think of the inner potential in you 

Think of, you are no lesser than anyone 

Think of , the "I CAN" driving force in You  

Think of the Minutes at hand 

Think of, Time on the Run 

Think of the NOW time 

Think fast, before time blinks 

It's TIME to THINK, .....because there is a HINT hidden in every THINK !!! 
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 WOMEN?..You are Special !!

An embodiment of love 

A torchbearer of new creation 

A forbearing soul of patience 

A skillful manager at home 

A multitasker in all norms ... 

  

Not to say that you are equal to Men!! 

You are much more than men 

As you spell 2 more letters than MEN :) 

  

She finds strength in every trouble 

She Faces distress with her smile 

Fosters and shelters her family with love 

Faces challenges with her inner strength 

You are a miracle of Almighty!!  

  

And each woman's life is a never-ending story 

A story of life, challenges, sacrifices, tearful smiles that go miles 

Let this special day be devoted to all women in my Life.. 

An Aura of Women's Love can light a whole New Universe!! 

So today, let each one be wished with a Spotlight!  

HAPPY WOMEN' DAY!! 
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 Pisces ? Marches to March  !!

  

Pisces, the twelfth sign of the Zodiac 

The last water sign in all Myriad  

A very sensitive and empathetic Sign 

Hence makes it an artist in all, to Reign 

  

Last Sign of the Astro  

Holds all the natures of 11 signs in its Torso  

A complete sign at all Levels 

Unbeatable, as everywhere it Revels  

  

Gorgeous Eyes, with a danger Sign 

Drowning in them, is at your own Risk. 

Neptune the blue planet. rules this Fish 

And this sign is dreamy in its Wish  

  

Two fishes, is its Astro Sign 

Easterly and Westerly Facing  

Never know when it takes a spiritual shift, in in Living 

Remains a mystery, wherever its Heading!! 

  

Dives the deep waters, with Expertise 

And can relive, tough conditions with Ease  

Being a Piscean is really Wonderful 

Because this Fish is not Fishy, but surely a Mystery!! 

  

DEDICATING  TO  THE  BEAUTIFUL  PISCEAN TRIBE  AT MPS !!
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 The Festival of Colours - HAPPY HOLI !!

HAPPY HOLI !!! ??
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 Bundle of Joy !!!

A mother's unforgettable moment of bliss  

Seeing her daughter growing to a little miss 

Your care and affection are invaluable 

And as mother what would I expect, more adorable 

  

Your cute little early morning smile  

Is a recharge for the day, that extra mile 

You effervesce and vivacious gestures 

Are my daily dose of boost, my impetus. 

When you sleep, Your happy smile on your face  

Gives me the strength for another day in life's race!!  

  

Your little sparks of Anger 

Are waves of love, in life so sober 

Your cooking skills are world-class 

Never know how you picked up amass  

  

Love you my dear for everything  

Be always Loving, Caring and Giving  

Life's unseen treasures  

As they cushion life in every measure!! 

  

Be your best version of yourself 

As you are unique in all respects!!! 

You are none other than my Bundle of Joy !!
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 MISS You !!!

Suddenly you go Elusive

I am no wonder Reclusive

Missing your comments, Amusive 

Always leave me Compulsive

This is not Impulsive but Effusive

Because we are Mutually Inclusive

Longing YOU, which is Addictive 

MISS You !! 
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 A New Beginning !

Life sometimes is at stall  

Everything seems to be at halt 

Time seems suddenly heavy  

Every minute passes with drudgery 

  

Time when Tunnel of Life seems interminable 

And a maze of life goes in a daze  

Arduous times in one's Life 

Are certainly a challenge to conquer 

  

Life's ship slashed by rough waters 

Only one thing which keeps it breathing 

Sails of HOPE, spread it to the fullest 

Grace of Nature leads its way, Life's ship sails a new way! 

  

Life suddenly explores new Possibilities 

Life Unknown facts Proclaimed 

Tunnel of Life ends Radiantly 

Life Maze solved, as we Gaze!! 

  

 So let not, Sails of Hope be closed  !! 

"HOPE" be your Guide in events that Oppose !!
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 Impassioned Moments !!

A day never to forget in our Lives 

Passion Ruled that Night at Height 

An impassioned Moment 

Overtly, Life's moment Indelible 

Electrifying feel of your Touch 

As I cede, Secrets revealed 

How can memory erase its Spell? 

You left an everlasting Impression 

In Unopened doors of Passion 

To stay forever in our story of Union!!
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 Swing of LIFE !!

  

  

Life truly resembles a swing 

Oscillating between the two ends 

One end being, Fear and Worry 

And the other end being Positivity in glory 

  

Fear of future, the killer of success 

The robber of happiness, crusher of hope, killer of courage 

Times when the swing is stuck on this end of life 

Let Opportunity of positivity usher it to the other end 

  

Swings of life are ineluctable 

But, let us be a doorkeeper of the mind 

Allowing the entry of positive swings 

And let breeze of motivation be its escort, as Life Springs!!
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 Bits of LIFE !!!

When hope eludes us  

And life's struggle is upslope 

Nothing seems brighter 

Except the daylight  

  

Time to relook into the Eye( I ) piece 

Of Kaleidoscope of Life 

A turn and a twist, the bits get arranged 

For a new brighter possibility of life  

  

Keep swiveling, 

Not to lose your axis, focus on Life 

And see how dramatic  

The Bits of Life Kaleidoscope rearrange 

To unknown dramatic events of LIFE !!!
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 Hunger's Den :)

A place of destructive instruments

Used artistically to carve out a Fruit carving 

A place where flame lights 

And turns out raw vegetables to a craving  

A place of creativity

Magically turns to delicacies with crafting 

A place where love and affection

Unseen, but infused in every serving 

What better place can it be 

A place in the house, needs no introduction  

The place of Silent Passion  -The Kitchen !!
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 A New Touch !!

A new touch 

Cells spring to protection 

Feeling its foreign 

Heart bounces to action 

Proclaiming its love in adoration 

Hormones resonate in their location 

Spring out the love hormone, in fascination 

Desire sprouts in new buds 

Leaving me in euphoria, leaving me nuts 

What a mesmerizing feeling 

Cannot escape it from my memory 

"A TOUCH OF YOU" leaves me in ecstasy !!
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 LifeSpan !!

Lifespan, spans a few years 

But if you want your Life to Span

Beyond your Span of Life

Then Span your thoughts and Actions

Beyond Yourself to the Self in Everyone

Expand your Span and 

Watch how Life spans tremendously !!
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 Deadlines. 

Deadlines, Life's Unseen lines

Modus operandi to achieve our targets

Goal of life most distant

Encapsulate them in chunks Of deadlines

Because each Deadline

Is the start of Another in Line

To reach your Goal in No TIME  !!
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 Natural CURTAINS !!

Eye lids, natural curtains for the eyes

They are the savior of our priceless Eye(I)

As night sets in 

And when the drama of the day ends

They naturally droop, to drop off 

Sunlight triggers them, to open automatically

For a bright and focusing day

But at times of the day, 

Let the natural curtains be closed intentionally 

When the deep inner world, is being explored 

And when the Eye turns inward for the "I" !!
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 Electricity of  LOVE

Love Reciprocated

Engenders the circuit of Love Connection

Electrons of Thoughts flow

Kindles the flow of Electricity of Love

Love, surely lights up each one's Life. 

Illuminance of Care strikes their lives

A storehouse of Luminous Affection, opens up

Replenishes the gaps of Life

And Heat of Love Rises

Love is just not a Feeling, 

It's a lifelong Recharging. 
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 My First ...Is You !

My first Hold in your palms, I quiver 

My first cry, and you Smile

My first hug in your warmth, you cherish

My first burp on your shoulder, you are relieved

My first aeroplane on your shoulders, you revel

My first steps, and your heart misses a beat

My first tooth, and you celebrate with fete

Every first of mine, for you was a treat 

You are my first in everything 

Who pruned me to achieve my best

Nothing less, Nothing more I would ask for 

As you are my Perfect Dad in everything ! 

Happy Father's Day !!
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 First Touch of Rain Drops

  

  

  

After a scorching day

The first showers of Rain

The moment when raindrops kiss 

The arid land, the magic happens

Land reciprocates its love

Petrichor , permeates the air

Fragrance of Love precipitates

Leaves me cuddling in your arms

In shelter of Love

As the tender showers continue their

Romance with the Land...

I melt in your arms...
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 Magnetic Thoughts.

Thoughts are ones very own 

Harbor an ocean of feelings 

When they take the form 

Into Action or Reaction 

  

Thoughts, the mental kingdom 

Carves a human character in all realm 

What you radiate is what is attracted 

Thoughts Magnetic, follow the Laws of attraction 

  

Quality of thoughts, defines you 

Filter your thoughts, straining away the discord ones 

Be a source of Love, oozing pleasantness 

Then the World is a Paradise.
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